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Cut and Paste Reportage: The Rise of "Whatever
Journalism"

My last post presented a case study of how print news reports on plagiarism in the university.
In this post, I want to reverse the poles: a student paper publishes a letter to the editor; the
letter is picked up by an online scandal aggregator and turned into a news story. And the story
jumps from site to site, makes its way to MSNBC and from there jumps the Atlantic and
appears in the Daily Mail.

What can we learn about 21st century writing practices by following this process of
translation and dissemination? 
What is the proper name for what happens during this process? 

When students fail to cite, it is plagiarism. When news sites revise writing done by others, what
is the best name for the activity? Distillation? Repackaging?

*

So, it's Tuesday, December 13th, 2011. 

It's the last day of classes for the the fall semester at Rutgers. Two reading days will follow and
then exams run all the way up to the fringe of Christmas.

It's also the last day for the 2011 print edition of the student run paper, The Daily Targum.1 
In

the Letter to the Editor section, a 1300-word piece signed by eleven graduate students
appears under the headline:

English department fails to address racism

 

 Given the timing, the letter doesn't create much buzz on campus. But that afternoon,
Jezebel.com, a "general interest women's website" that is part of Gawker media, picks up the
story and gives it a newer, snappier headline, juxtaposed with an image that is likely to strike
most viewers as incongruous, at least initially:
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Screenshot taken of Jezebel.com on 1/10/12

This combination of title and image attracts quite a few hits, some by users who then use
various forms of social media (Facebook, Twitter, Reddit) to draw others to the article. Within
24 hours, the Jezebel article receives over 30,000 views.

On Wednesday, December 14th, the Huffington Post runs the story with a tamer headline and
a more striking image:
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Screenshot taken of the Huffington Post on 1/10/12

Framed as a story about the screening of Disney's Song of the South, the issue doesn't draw
anything like the attention it attracted at Jezebel:only twenty comments follow the headline's
lead and most discuss the film's availability, rather than the context for its screening.

On Friday afternoon, December 16th, msnbc.com posts its version of the events at Rutgers,
without images, under this headline:

 

Screenshot taken of msnbc.com on 1/10/12

This seems to be the most successful way to spin the piece.
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Over the next month, the msnbc article generates more than 1500 comments, gets tweeted
over a 100 times, and shared via other social media over 700 times. 
 

On Saturday, December 17th, the story crosses the Atlantic, appearing in the online version of
the Daily Mail under the heading:
 

Screenshot taken of Daily Mail on 1/10/12

And there, it seems, at the feet of the Daily Mail online readership, the story finally comes to a
stop, having generated only eight comments and four tweets total by the readers of the British
scandal rag over the month following the publication of the original letter to the editor in the
student newspaper on the other side of the ocean.

*
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When I recounted the viral spread of this story and then its denouement to a colleague
recently, he asked, "How did an email that went to five students become an international
'outrage'?" 

It's a good question.

And it remains one even after we stipulate that the international outrage is a fiction. 

The story certainly generated outrage locally: the original letter to the editor on December 13th
makes that unambiguously clear. But why did this local dustup travel so well, flourish, and then
die off, all in the space of five days?

To answer these questions, we need to return to December 13th and systematically work our
way down the timeline, following the digital footprints, as it were. And, as we follow the story on
its way, we'll learn something about 21st century writing practices and what it means to write
effectively in the short form news report.

 *

In the original letter to the editor of The Daily Targum, the eleven signatories wrote to make
their anger and outrage about what they saw as a lack response by the English faculty to the
presence of racism in its midst. The triggering event for the signatories was an email that went
to some, but not all, of the graduate students enrolled in a course on Antebellum literature
offered that fall by the English department. They provide the following account of the email:

In a graduate class dedicated to writings on race between the Civil War and the Harlem
Renaissance, an email was sent by a white doctoral student — an instructor within the
department — to the students in class whom she perceived as white. This email invited
“her fellow non-racist racists” to a private, guilt-free viewing of 1946 musical “Song of
the South” in her home, where together they could engage in celebratory mocking of
stereotyped 1940’s images of southern blacks. This was an event hosted by a
“ragtime/minstrel loving fool” who was due “for some rollicking Disneyfied Ole
Darkeyism.” The postscript read, “If you do come, hooch is most welcome, as are
strawhats and other Darkeyisms. I might even buy a watermillyum if I get enough
interest.” It specified who invited guests should bring, given that “I might yell racist
things at the TV.” The author of this email articulated the hope that the experience
would be a “communion with her shamefully preferred era of Disney.”

How did this hair-raising email come to light, you are no doubt wondering.

Well, you might be wondering this.

None of the writers who subsequently "report" on the event do, however.
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And the signatories, for whatever reason, don't say. They only observe that the sender of the
invitation included in her recipient list students "whom she perceived as white." 

However the email came to the signatories' attention, what has most offended them is what
happened after the email went out--or more appropriately, what didn't happen, as they see it.
Some recipients of the email responded with enthusiasm to the invitation, others remained
silent. And when the matter was brought to the department's attention, the signatories charge
that the only official response took the form of  "a panel discussion on race organized not by
the English department, but by the students who were the victims of the email in the first
place." Having criticized the English faculty for their "muted" response to the offensive email,
the signatories close with a call for the university as a whole to contend with "the racially-based
hostility that still exists within the University . . . ."

Beneath the letter, one finds the names of the eleven signatories and a correction, added
sometime later, that makes it clear the signatories are not themselves graduate students in
English. Ten are graduates students in various parts of the Graduate School of Education and
one of them is in the Urban Studies program in Newark. And while it is not made clear whether
any of the students was enrolled in the English graduate course where the offensive email
emerged, the correction establishes that all of the signatories were enrolled in same fall
course, "Race, Ethnicity, and Inequality in Education," offered by the Graduate School of
Education.

*

Now, before going further, a host of disclosures and disclaimers: 

As a member of the Rutgers English department, I have my own feelings about the decision of
the Targum's editorial board to run this letter without seeking independent confirmation of the
version of events the signatories provide. But, that genie is already out of the bottle; I have no
interest in pretending that it can be put back in. It's a well-written letter. It gives voice to a
genuine sense of hurt and injustice. It is written by students at Rutgers. And, as the chain of
headlines cited above show, it's certainly newsworthy. And it will certainly generate
conversations locally that are important. 

Now, though I have virtually no first-hand knowledge about how the case of the offensive email
was handled internally, I feel it important to acknowledge that the offensive email quoted in the
letter of protest did eventually make its way to me in unedited form, as did a host of follow-up
emails. This, in fact, is how I first learned of the emails. But I won't be quoting from or drawing
on those emails in what follows nor will I be trying to prove or disprove the signatories' central
claims about the department's response to the emails. Straightening such matters out locally
belongs, properly, to those who were directly involved in the incident.2

As text2cloud, I write not as an interested departmental member nor as an investigative
reporter trying to pin down who sent what to whom and why nor as someone invested in
preserving the profession to which I belong. Rather, the approach I take in what follows will be
consistent with the approach I've taken throughout all the other entries on text2cloud: to wit, I
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work only with information that is available publicly to anyone willing to look and I use
interpretive tools that are freely available to anyone interested in giving them a try.

The signatories' letter to the Targum is one such piece of public information.

I wouldn't bother writing about this letter, though, if it hadn't been "seen" by the search engines
and flagged by the editors at Jezebel.com, thereby making the local matter fodder for a
national readership. It is this transition that interests me: what acts of writing and what venues
of dissemination make the local of general interest.

*

The letter to the editor was posted to the online version of the Targum in the early morning
hours of Tuesday, December 13th (at the stroke of midnight, when Monday ended and
Tuesday began, to be exact).

At 4:45, Jezebel.com ran its 450+ word version of what happened at Rutgers. The post is by
Anna North, who is either an intern, an editor, or a staff writer at Jezebel (the url for her profile
specifies "intern"; her profile specifies that she's an "editor"; and her website says she's a staff
writer.) North earned her MFA in 2009 at Iowa, has published in Atlantic Monthly, and
published her first novel, American Pacifica in May 2011.  When asked in an interview about
the research she did to aid her in constructing the dystopian world of the near future depicted
in her novel, North had this to say:

I actually did relatively little research for America Pacifica. In some cases I drew from
experience -- moving to Iowa after living in Los Angeles can be sort of like going
through an Ice Age. In a few cases I had to make changes to make things more
plausible -- for instance, I initially had the islanders eating a lot of krill, but a teacher told
me krill were very fragile and would probably be one of the first organisms to go in any
kind of environmental disaster. So I switched to jellyfish.

In shrinking the signitories' letter to the editor by two-thirds, Ms. North did not dispense entirely
with research, though. Before re-posting the heavily redacted version of the original account,
she paused to look up what the Song of the South was about and what the NAACP thought of
the film (hint: not much). And then all that was left was crafting an opening line that would hook
her readers:

Recently, students in the Rutgers University English Dept. received an exceedingly
crap email, inviting them to a screening of a racist Disney movie, where "Darkeyisms"
and "watermillyum" were on offer.
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Um, "exceedingly crap email"? Is that a term of art?

Whatever.

On to the summarizing, the boiling down, the killer quote, and then the this stirring peroration:

We've reached out to the English Dept. to see if they plan to respond, but so far we
haven't received an answer. Hopefully an official response is forthcoming. The
offensive email went out to students in a class about the very problems the email
exemplified. Students learning about racial inequalities in education deserve to have
racial inequalities in their education — under which category a whites-only screening of
a racist film, even if not an official class assignment, indisputably falls — addressed
promptly and directly. It might be too late for the former, but the department still has the
chance to do the latter. [Strikeouts in original]

Well, the prose, as emended over time, has lost a lot of its steam, but you get the gist of what
Ms. North was reaching for: it's a bit of the old "I've just read something that has outraged me,
so I'm here to shake my fist and make my displeasure known." It's the kind of writing, actually,
that one is more used seeing in a letter to the editor or in an online comment section below a
news article. 

*

If you were a journalist and you really felt this story was newsworthy, wouldn't you want to do
more than look up how the NAACP responded to Song of the South? Wouldn't you go so far as
to pick up the phone and call down to Jersey to see if you could get a sense of the context
surrounding the original letter to the editor?

The strikeouts in the article, as it now appears on Jezebel, attest to just how little fact-checking
Ms. North did while redacting the original letter to the editor: she's wrong about what course
the signatories were taking; who received the original email (she never bothers to ask how
many received the email initially); and about what the students were studying in either class.

And then, in addition to all the strikeouts, there's this appended to the bottom of the
article/summary/redaction of the signatories' letter to the editor:

Update: The Rutgers English Dept. says they actually did respond to the racist email,
and has now sent us a copy of their response. They also say that the offensive movie
was never actually screened. Students from the class have yet to comment to us on the
email or its aftermath.
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Oops.

Whatever.

Despite this update, these sentences remain untouched about the update in Ms. North's article:

We've reached out to the English Dept. to see if they plan to respond [.] . . . Hopefully
an official response is forthcoming.

45,000 views.

Why would you take an article down or revise it to reflect the fact that there are conflicting
versions of what happened when the article continues to attract traffic as is?

This puts a whole new spin on the saying that, "There's no such thing as bad press." 

*

Before we follow the story from Jezebel to the Huffington Post, here's another way to look at
what happens when news reporting is reduced to repackaging and editorializing over the
surface of information found elsewhere on the Web.

Inspired by Turnitin.com, I took the original letter to the editor and, using a free program called
"Doc Cop," I compared the original to the piece Ms. North posted to Jezebel to see just how
much overlap there was between the two. The Doc Cop program is not nearly as sophisticated
as the program Turnitin.com uses: at best it finds matches of eight consecutive words or more.

Even so, Doc Cop is  good enough to give us a rough visual of how much of Ms. North's post is
taken directly from the signatories' letter to the editor.

Click image to enlarge.
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 Comparing Jezebel.com's version of the events to the signatories' letter to the editor: a 25%
match (~112 words)

The 25% match is deceptive figure, though: that just means that a quarter of the piece posted
by North is directly quoted from the signatories' letter to the editor. This doesn't reflect how
much of Ms. North's piece is indebted to the original letter.

So, to provide a clearer representation of how much of Ms. North's piece either summarizes,
quotes directly, or presents erroneous information, I offer my own color-coded version:

Click image to enlarge.
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Summary (blue), direct quotes (yellow), and erroneous information (red)

By my count, 110 words out of the original 450+ that Ms. North supplied can be considered her
own. That's a little less than 25% of the entire piece. Only 28 of those words present new
information not contained in the original letter. (That's a little more than 5% of the total.)

Here are those words, in all their value-addedness:

... [Song of the South], a 1946 movie that tells the stories of Br'er Rabbit and the Tar
Baby and, according to the NAACP, gives the impression "of an idyllic master-slave
relationship."

*

Twenty-four hours after the Jezebel piece first appeared, the Huffington Post ran
its--appropriately author-less--version. Running the Huff piece through Doc Cop generates a
27% direct overlap with the signatories' original letter. More of an overlap, in other words, than
the Jezebel piece!

It's more instructive, though, to consider the Jezebel piece next to the Huff piece:

Click image to enlarge.

Jezebel.com versus Huffington Post: Doc Cop finds a 6% match.

Side-by-side, the eye immediately sees what Doc Cop, searching for strings cannot: the
striking similarity between the organization of the two derivative pieces. Indeed, in the lead
paragraph to the Huffington Post piece, the anonymous writer immediately acknowledges 
Jezebel as the source. In other words, the Huffington Post is reporting that Jezebel has
reported on the untoward goings-on at Rutgers. That's the news.
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But the Huff Post writer does more than tidy up Ms. North's stricken prose (no "extreme crap
email" for the Huff Post crowd):

He or she drops the NAACP reaction to Song of the South in favor on an explanation
gleaned about the film from Snopes.com, a site devoted to folklore and urban
legends--to wit, "the 1946 movie produced by Walt Disney that has been criticized for
its portrayal of blacks during the Reconstruction Era." (For those keeping score, that's
swapping 20 words for 28.)
While both pieces use the same quote from the emailed invitation, the Huff Post writer
grabs a different lengthy paragraph from the signatories' letter to the editor to better
capture the sense of hurt caused by this planned get-together. (Fourth paragraph on
the left versus fifth paragraph on the right: they are virtually immediately opposite one
another in the side-by-side comparison.)
The Huff Post writer turns over the conclusion to the signatories, citing their statement
that action by the department and the university is welcome because "[l]ate is better
than never." In the process, the Huff Post writer inadvertently reveals that Ms. North's
fist shaking conclusion is, in fact, an unacknowledged gloss of the conclusion to the
signatories' letter to the editor. (Even her outrage is borrowed.)

In sum, the Huff Post piece is a better written version of the Jezebel piece, but it is still, in the
first analysis and the final analysis and all the analyses that fall in between, simply a redaction
of the signatories' letter to the editor. Nothing that comes to mind when one conjures the act of
reporting is to be found in either piece.

And, though the sentences are better, the Huff Post piece fails to convey the fact that the
controversy is not about screening the Song of the South but rather about hosting a
whites-only screening for an audience bedecked as "darkies."

Just how far off is the Huff Post on this? 

At the end of the article, after an update posted at 11:17PM on September 14th, the Huff Post
offers this "quick poll":
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Yes? No? You make the call!

There's no other way to put it: this "interactive" hook is breathtakingly stupid.

Why?

Because however one "votes" in the quick poll, the outcome is irrelevant to the story that
precedes it. 

How irrelevant? When I voted on 1/11/12, I was informed that it's essentially a coin flip:

What, exactly, follows from this information? If you voted "innocent cartoon," does this mean
attending a whites only screening, appareled in "darkeyisms," is also innocent fun?

Whatever.

*

In the hours after the Jezebel article first appeared and for the next 48 hours, Greg Trevor,
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Director of Media Relations at Rutgers, and Carolyn Williams, chair of Rutgers English, work to
try to correct all the errors in Ms. North's piece, but the Jezebel piece has spawned so many
repostings via Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit that there's no way to keep up.

Why?

Because a story about a WHITES ONLY SCREENING has legs.

And because a correction that makes it clear that the screening never happened ruins all the
fun, since it means that everyone writing in to voice their outrage, in whatever direction, (YES!
IT IS A RACIST MOVIE! NO, IT'S JUST ENTERTAINMENT!), is getting bent out of shape
about an email that one student sent to a handful of other students inviting them to an event
that never occurred. 

To keep the outrage flowing, Jezebel, as we've seen, just strikes out the inaccuracies. And the
Huff Post? It just adds quotes from correspondence it has received from Professor Williams
below its article, without changing the title of its original piece or its substance, even though the
quote from Professor Williams contradicts the central claims in the signatories' letter to the
editor:

Most important, it is not true that we "failed to address racism," as the title and
substance of the Targum article claims. The offending email was written on September
28. On September 29, our Director of Graduate Studies was informed, and on
September 30 she wrote to the author of the email. On that same day (September 30),
the author of the offending email apologized to her fellow students and to the Director
of Graduate Studies. The party certainly did not take place. On October 10, the author
of the email apologized to the entire class.

The best way to describe the way Jezebel and the Huff Post have handled these conflicting
accounts of how the department responded to the offending email?

Whatever Journalism.

*

A few hours before the Huff Post piece appeared, Jezebel posted what in the olden days
would've been called a "retraction" except that, as noted above, it didn't pull down its original
article about the whites-only screening. Instead, Ms. North tapped out the other side of the
story and posted it as a separate article: 
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Um, nice image.

The chosen headline, "Rutgers English Dept. Responds to Racist Email," seems to have the
power to douse the fire that Jezebel itself set. But, instead of making the story of the whites
only screening go away, the response by the department can only lag the original story, while
simultaneously propelling the other story forward. Why do I say this? The ratio of readers of the
original, erroneous article to readers of the departmental statement is 2:1, so the best case
scenario is that half the readers of the original article--the one that applies the digital
tattoo--read the correction.

*

Following the spread of the story to the Huffington Post, for close to 48 hours it seemed like the
efforts of the chair and the university's Media Relations group had succeeded in containing the
damage created by Jezebel's publication of an unsubstantiated account of the consequences
of a single student's email to a handful of her classmates.

And then the gorilla msnbc weighed in. 

James Eng, a senior editor at MSNBC, gets the byline for the piece headlined, "'Racist' email
for whites-only screening riles Rutgers students, staff." Why is "racist" in quotes? Why does the
list of people riled by the (non-)screening not include faculty? 
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These implicit questions aren't answered in Mr. Eng's piece, but his 800+ word article is a
world away from the redactions that appeared in Jezebel and the Huffington Post. He doesn't
treat the letter to the editor and the departmental response serially: he synthesizes the two.
Furthermore, he seeks additional comments from one of the signatories and from Professor
Williams. He carries out the basic activities one associates with the work of being a journalist.

If we use Doc Cop to run Mr. Eng's article against the signatories' letter to the editor and
 Professor Williams' response, we learn that there is an 18% overlap:

Click image to enlarge.

MSNBC.com vs the originals: 18% overlap (~132 words)

So, what happens in the remaining 82% of Mr. Eng's article?

Well, let's consider how Mr. Eng introduces information about Song of the South. The writers
from Jezebel and the Huffington Post identified their sources for this information. Mr. Eng
forgoes this formality when he offers this summary of the film and it reception:

... some modern-day observers say [Song of the South] is racist and stereotypical in its
portrayal of blacks just after the Civil War.

The film, a blend of live action and animation, is based on the fictional
African-American character Uncle Remus created in the 1800s by author Joel Chandler
Harris. In the movie, Uncle Remus regales a young boy who runs away from home with
a series of delightful fables.
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There's a tension, isn't there, between the qualification that "some modern-day observers" see
the film as racist and the description of the movie as involving the telling of "a series of
delightful fables"?

If you put your ear next to the text, do you hear a hollow sound? Who are these "modern-day
observers"? Can you name, say, two who describe the film as "racist and stereotypical"? One?

I'm not suggesting that there are no such people; I'm wondering why Mr. Eng gives us no
sources at this moment.

I think our reporter hasn't seen the film in question, so he's hedging on both sides of the
argument (thus the decision to place "racist" in quotes in the headline). Some say the movie is
racist; others find it a series of delightful fables. That's fair and balanced, right? Who could
argue that this isn't true?

Just for fun, though, let's see what happens if we fire the movie title and that oddly discordant
phrase, "delightful fables," into Google. Just to see if we can find who might be Mr. Eng's
source for summarizing the film's content.

I'd say that, more likely than not, Mr. Eng's grabbed his summary from the crowd-sourced
movie review site, Rotten Tomatoes.com. Read the following summary of Song of the
South and see if you agree:

Click image to enlarge.

Rotton Tomatoes' assessment weighs "delightful fables" against "a sugar-coated depiction of
the Reconstruction-era South"

This isn't definitive proof, of course. It's suggestive. It's a possibility.

So, I offer it only as a way to account for Mr. Eng's odd opening gesture. I am, in sum, just
sayin'.
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Once Mr. Eng's through this thicket, he is on much firmer ground, providing a standard
he-said/she-said account of what happened or didn't happen at Rutgers, moving back and forth
between the signatories' letter and the chair's account of the events. Of necessity, this
approach involves a considerable amount of summary and direct quotation from the
signatories' original letter and the Chair's response to that letter.

But, if we consider a version of Mr. Eng's article, color-coded according to the conventions I
established above, it is immediately obvious that the ratio of words Mr. Eng has grabbed from
elsewhere to words generated through his own engagement with the subject (which includes
independent research, interviews, and editorializing) is greater than the ratios we've seen in
the two redactions of the signatories' letter to the editor discussed above:
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Click image to enlarge.

Summary (blue), direct quotes (yellow), and erroneous information (red)

By my count, more than a third (~37%, to be sort of exact) of Mr. Eng's article is
self-generated. That beats the 5% in the Jezebel piece.
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In his final paragraph, Mr. Eng uses some of this self-generated prose to make the case for
why a disagreement between some graduate students and the administrators in the English
department might rise to the level of national interest. There, Mr. Eng fabricates a university
"engulfed in discrimination controversy" and runs a dotted line from the email to the whites only
screening to the suicide of Tyler Clementi (which I've written about extensively elsewhere on
this site) and the recent announcement that the Education Department is looking into
allegations of anti-Semitism on the New Brunswick campus.

With the stakes raised to such heights [RACISM, SUICIDE, HOMOPHOBIA,
ANTI-SEMITISM!], it doubtless seems petty to point out the spelling errors in the final
paragraph of Mr. Eng's article. (Whatever.)

What's more serious are the factual errors included in Mr. Eng's effort to support the
signatories' own dubious effort to link the destructive power of this email to the circumstances
surrounding Tyler Clementi's suicide. Clementi did not, in fact, commit "suicide after finding out
that he had been taped--allegedly by his room[m]ate--having a sexual encounter with another
man." No one who has followed this case believes that Clementi's encounter was taped; there
is no evidence that has yet been made public to support this. What is clear--rather than
alleged--to all involved in the case is that Clement's roommate, Dahrun Ravi, used the web
cam in his laptop to spy on Clementi while he was having sex with another man. This is an
uncontested fact. What is alleged is that Ravi 's spying was motivated by bias.

The trial to determine whether or not Ravi is guilty as charged begins next month.

Do such distinctions matter?

Actually, they do. 

*

Well, not to everyone.

Indeed, what the folks at MSNBC understand much better than I do is that the Rutgers' story,
as spun by Mr. Eng, is blood in the water. And what becomes clear, in the feeding frenzy that
follows, is that the only word of any importance to the rabid commenters is--racism. 

I don't pretend to have read all of the 1548 comments the MSNBC report has garnered to date.
Indeed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, I'd say that no single person has read all of
these comments; they just continue to metastasize, with or without a readership. It's as if,
instead of a "quick poll," msnbc solicited short answers to the prompt: "Racism: Good or Bad?"

Few of the responses to Mr. Eng's article on the pages I waded through bother to gesture
towards the details of what did or didn't happen at Rutgers. In place of the local, contextual
details, there's plenty about the NACCP, the Black Entertainment Network, African-History
Month, and, well, you get the point--plenty of folks spouting off about  preferential treatment
and reverse racism. Indeed, I get a few pages in and I can't understand why no one at msnbc
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 is writing about what the comments on its own site reveal about the state of race relations in
the United States in the 21st century. Why no article entitled, "Racist comments on msnbc site
rile journalists, staff"?

Here, for example, are three responses taken at random from the heap that continues to grow
beneath Mr. Eng's article:

Click image to enlarge.

Gearing up for the holidays

Inadvertently, I would say, msnbc has provided a forum for the racial hostility that the
signatories have said is hiding in the shadows at the university to  stride with rage-filled pride
down Main Street in the full light of day. And the sentiments that are given voice to in this
forum have a ferocity that makes the turmoil that has been unleashed by the movie-watching
preferences of one feckless graduate student at Rutgers seem quaint by comparison.

In the days of mainstream print newspapers, letters of that seethed with the kind of vitriolic
hatred that populates the msnbc site would never have seen the light of day: space was
scarce, what free space there was needed to be used for advertising, and advertisers, by and
large, prefer not to appear besides letters calling for "the deportation of all Negroes from the
USA back to Africa!"

Now, by contrast, news organizations do everything in their powers to generate traffic to their
sites and to create venues where their readers can rant and rave. All that matters in the new
economy of the 24-second news cycle is eyeballs on the screen and the clicks that follow. 
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Why publish a wafer-thin story about a single email in an English department? 

Because this story has the pieces that will keep people at the site, pounding out their rage,
making their ignorance and unhappiness and hatred known to others: it's higher education; it's
race; it's popular culture; it's political correctness; it's disapproving.

Publish it and the rest is, well, child's play.

*

The final iteration (to date) of the story about the screening that never happened appears in the
online version of the Daily Mail two days after the msnbc piece.

The Daily Mail gets the prize for giving the story the most accurate headline, for it surely is the
case that there was (and doubtless still is) "outrage over Rutgers University email for 'whites
only' movie screening." Even so, the story of this outrage hasn't fared well in its journey across
the Atlantic: the Daily Mail prunes it down to just under three hundred words and only a handful
of these words are neither directly quoted from the earlier reports or summaries of those other
reports. 

At this point, can you guess what these handful of "original" words concern? what "original"
research they add to the mix?

Are the words supplied by the unnamed reporter:

1. evidence of independent communications with sources cited in the other reports?
2. evidence of independent research that has uncovered other sources that might shed

further light on the story?
3. evidence of fresh insight into why this department matter that centers on an errant

email has garnered so much attention?
4. evidence of a few minutes on Google looking for a summary of Song of the South?
5. none of the above?

Anyone?

*

Well, before we answer that question, let's see what the Doc Cop has to tell us about the
words the Daily Mail piece shares directly with the msnbc.com report, which it references:
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Click image to enlarge.

21% of The Daily Mail's 298 words come directly from the msnbc.com article

The entirely derivative nature of The Daily Mail piece comes to light when, following the
procedure established above, I block out sections that summarize, quote directly, and are
erroneous:

Click image to enlarge.

Summary (blue), direct quotes (yellow), and erroneous information (red)
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The Daily Mail version is so faithful to its original that it even repeats the error regarding the
departmental affiliation of the cited signatory.

And that patch of 44 non-highlighted words, the ones I described as "original" above?

Well, the possibility that these words constitute independent research into Song of the
South dissolves as soon as we set the Daily Mail summary of Song of the South next to the
msnbc.com summary:

The Daily Mail : The part-live action, part-animation movie has been attacked by some
for its stereotypical portrayal of blacks just after the Civil War.

It centres on a fictional African-American character called Uncle Remus who regales a
young boy who runs away from home with magical fables.

msnbc.com:  . . . “Song of the South,” which some modern-day observers say is racist
and stereotypical in its portrayal of blacks just after the Civil War.

The film, a blend of live action and animation, is based on the fictional
African-American character Uncle Remus created in the 1800s by author Joel Chandler
Harris. In the movie, Uncle Remus regales a young boy who runs away from home with
a series of delightful fables.

Unattributed direct quotations in the Daily Mail article taken from the msnbc article

So, on second look, it turns out that 25 of the 44 words I designated as "original" in the Daily
Mail's summary of Song of the South come from word strings that appear in the msnbc.com
summary. 

And then there are the clumsy substitutions: "a blend of live action and animation" becomes
"part-live action, part-animation" and those "delightful fables" become "magical fables."

There used to be a name for writing that proceeded in this way.

Oh well, I guess there's no need to belabor the obvious . . . . 

*

Or it is so obvious?

What's the best name for the writing practices I have detailed here?

In my preceding post, I discussed a newspaper report on a young woman who was trying to
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minor in communications at Rutgers when she was accused of plagiarizing a paper.
Depending on your source, the young woman either failed to properly cite her sources or she
presented the work of others as her own.

By chance, the story about the "outrage" at Rutgers that I've focussed on in this post broke at
roughly the same time. In this instance, though, we've seen a number of examples of online
news outlets defining "reporting" as passing on uncorroborated, decontextualized information
and then dispensing with the pretense of being concerned with fact-checking, accuracy,
attribution. 

We've seen that, if corrections are made, they're slapped on without considering if the
correction alters the original report. And so, by the end of this process, we've watched an open
letter expressing concern about departmental and administrative practices at Rutgers become
a report on an administrator's refutation of a letter to the editor at a university somewhere in the
United States. In between, tens of thousands of people have read, skimmed, or just clicked on
one or more versions of what did or did not happen.

It's easy enough to provide pejorative labels for this kind of writing. It's plagiarism; it's
derivative, irresponsible, reckless, inaccurate, unhelpful, banal, stupid.

It's don't find any of these labels useful, though. They don't describe. They pass judgment. And
in so doing, they generate no new understanding or insight. For these reasons, I prefer a more
descriptive label: what most strikes me after working through all the reports that have followed
the publication of the signatories' letter to the editor last month is just how incurious all the
writing is. It's as if none of the writers could be bothered to wonder about the version of events
contained in the letter to the editor.

All stories have gaps. All explanations have telling silences. It's the nature of things: no set of
words can ever provide a full account of what makes a given social encounter cut this way
rather than that.

For example:

There are eleven signatories: how hard would it have been to get in touch with at least
one of them directly to gain a fuller picture? 
Or to learn just a little bit about minstrelsy, Uncle Remus, Joel Chandler Harris, and the
history of the reception of Song of the South? 
Or to followup on anyone of a number of the claims made in the aftermath of the
publication of the letter to the editor?

This incuriousness is reflected, as well, in the host of online comments that have been
generated in the wake of the story's week of fame on the Web. 

News for the incurious.

Be outraged.
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And after that?

Whatever.

*

Is curiosity teachable?

Is there a virtue in taking the long cut, in going all the way round the barn on occasion? 

Are there times when it is better not to just get right to the point, times when there's something
to be gained by slowing down, turning the problem this way and that, waiting for something
new or unusual to shake its way free?

Here's what happens if you enter the words, "Rutgers" and "racism" into Google:

Click image to enlarge.

 Rutgers' Digital Tattoo, 1/12/11

Everything depends on what happens after the click. 
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__________________________________

1I can find no explanation for the original rationale for giving the paper this name. I can
fabricate a folk etymology: the student paper provides a clarifying gloss on the world's
mysteries, but I've just made this up off the top of my head. 

2Indeed, as I argued in the previous post, there's another reason to resist fighting an online
battle to clear one's name: the more one fights, the richer and deeper the digital tattoo applied
by the search engines becomes (i.e, the more one generates occasions where the words
"Rutgers" "English" and "Racist" can appear together).

 Still don't believe this is a problem?

Do a search on Rick Santorum. 
 

Click image to enlarge.

 Santorum defined: 2nd hit, just below Santorum's official campaign site (image recorded on
1/10/12)

To learn more about how Rick Santorum, notoriously homophobic, is now inextricably linked to
the mixture of sperm and feces, see Mother Jones' article: Rick Santorum's Anal Sex Problem.

Jezebel's revised article may be found here.

The Huffington Post version of the story may be found here.

The msnbc version of the story may be found here.

The Daily Mail version of the story may be found here.

The letter to the editor of The Daily Targum may be found here.
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The Anna North interview is reprinted on the Amazon page advertising her novel. It may be
found here.

The Rotten Tomatoes review of Song of the South can be found here.

This work has been composed by:

text2cloud@gmail.com

Feedback welcome, as is attribution. This isn't for commercial use.

Enjoy.
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